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what – value proposition

what can you do for me ?
the needs we meet, problems we fix 
(pain) or new capability enabled 
(gain).

why should I care ?
the benefits and our usp for existing 
market differentiation (better, faster, 
cheaper) or our mission and vision to 
frame a new market.

why should I believe you  ?
reference stories, testimonials and our 
credibility that create an emotional 
connection.



market segment type
new market - vision that frames the 
pains and gains of your solution.

existing market - competitive 
differentiation. 

market segment maturity
early adopters who understand the 
problem, need a vision to buy.

mainstream market needs benefits 
and references for assurance.

who - target market



buying persona
people, not faceless companies or 
industries benefit from solutions to 
their specific problems.

identify the high propensity 
beneficiary of your proposition who 
suffers the pain, seeks gain. 

the beneficiary, user, buyer can be 
different in large organisations.

who - target market



b2b company profile
size of business affects buying 
process, complexity and effort.

size of business affects deal size.

industry solutions help focus and 
target.

who - target market



engagement lead
market engagement lead by 
sales or marketing based on 
value * complexity.

marketing + transactional sale
to 

relationship + consultative sale

how - engagement



channel or partner
direct to end customer

sell with value-add partner

sell to value-add partner (creates 
whole product)

sell through distribution channel

how - engagement
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